
Free Web Hosting Tips from Renowned Online Marketing Specialist Now Available 

in Hostmonopoly.com.  

 

Hostmonopoly.com, a recently introduced website from acclaimed business coach Mike 

Bashi, is now offering valuable web hosting tutorial absolutely free of cost. Mr. Bashi 

has developed this website on the basis of the findings of his extensive research covering 

all website hosting service providers in the market.  

 

Availing top class web hosting training from a reputed trainer is no longer an expensive 

affair. Highly popular online business expert and mentor Mike Bashi has recently 

introduced a free training platform for business owners looking for a website host to build 

their online credibility. His website Hostmopnopoly.com discloses the name of the 

hosting service provider that stands apart from all other service providers in the market. 

Most importantly, Mr. Bashi has used all hosting services in the market for at least a 

month before coming to a conclusion. The findings of these hosting reviews are available 

in the form of video that can be accessed just by providing a valid email address.  

 

Hostmonopoly.com is different from all other web hosting review websites in its 

approach. There is no shortage of these websites that offer opinions that are not genuine. 

The benefits of Hostmopnopoly.com are by no means limited within website hosting 

reviews. The members of the program also receive top class training in the video for 

managing a hosting account. Mike Bashi has always been involved in creating cost 

efficient training platforms to help beginners in the highly competitive world of internet 

based business. He is the creator of many popular online tutorials that have attracted 

thousands of business owners from different corners of the world.  

 

Like all other tutorials from Mike Bashi, Hostmonopoly.com has also received 

remarkable response from aspiring business owners. Talking about his new web hosting 

tutorial, he says, "There was a time when I struggled for years to find out a hosting 

solution that solves all my problems. Hostmonopoly has been created to save your 

precious time and money". He also added that new tutorials from him are about to be 

launched very soon.   

 

 About Hostmonopoly.com:  Hostmonopoly.com is a review website launched by noted 

business consultant Michael Bashi. This website helps entrepreneurs find out the best 

web hosting service provider with a comprehensive, free training video.  

 

 

Contact:  

Mr. Michael Bashi 

http://www.hostmonopoly.com 
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